
On 31st December 2020 the Trade Continuity Agreement

between the UK and Peru came into effect. Having been

signed in May 2019, the agreement allows the significant trade

relationship between Peru and the UK – worth £629m in 2019 -

to continue under the same conditions that were present whilst

the UK was a member of the EU. The terms of the agreement

will allow businesses to operate as they did before, without any

new tariffs or barriers, thereby ensuring the continuation of

existing trade patterns and avoiding a possible rise in prices for

consumers. This agreement adds to the recently signed G2G

agreement for reconstruction projects in the north of Peru and

is a sign that Peru-UK relations are reaching a high point and

the strengthening of bilateral relations is becoming a top

priority. (Sources: Andina, Agraria.pe, gov.uk, UK Trade Info)
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Sales of ‘bean to cup’ coffee machines increased
64% in 2020 whilst sales of coffee beans rose 44%,
according to research from Waitrose. Esquires
Coffee also reported that consumers are
increasingly seeking tastes of other cultures and
cuisines whilst being at home, so-called ‘in-
speriences’. These factors have led to an increased
interest in specialty coffee amongst UK buyers,
building on the growth seen in recent years. Peru
has a significant and developing offer of specialty
coffee. Specialty coffee is usually grown at 1300m+
altitude, whilst in Peru 75% of coffee is grown above
1000m and recently 36 different Peruvian producers
reached the 2020 Cup of Excellence international
stage. Crucially, the speciality coffee industry also
has several features that align with the concerns
many UK buyers have over the sustainability and
traceability of their coffee. (Sources: Waitrose,
PromPeru, CBI, Esquires Coffee, Farrer’s, CBI,
World of Coffee)
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The Machu Picchu Carbon Neutral initiative was one of

the “10 good news stories of 2020” put together by

prestigious global travel guide publisher Lonely Planet.

The project seeks to turn the Inca citadel into the first

tourist destination in Peru to drastically reduce carbon

dioxide emissions, thus continuing Peru’s efforts to boost

its work in sustainable tourism. The goal is to reduce

emissions by 45% by 2030 and 100% by 2050, making it

carbon neutral. Planned actions include a donation of a

compacting machine to reduce the presence of plastic in

Machu Picchu, the expansion of organic waste

treatment, and activities such as tree planting. This

recognition comes as the Ministry for Foreign Trade and

Tourism indicated that they expected international tourist

activity to recover with greater strength towards the

middle of this year. (Sources: Andina, Lonely Planet)

There was a 23.7% increase in exports of figs from

Peru to the UK in the first eleven months of 2020 when

compared to 2019. This aligns with the increasing

demand seen for exotic fruits in Northern European

countries, especially for figs. Indeed, Waitrose reported

that their sales of fresh figs rose 52% between 2018/19

and 2019/20. With their eye-catching colour and unique

taste, figs are also a good source of fibre, the minerals

calcium and iron, and vitamins A and K. There has

been a major increase in global exports of figs from

Peru in recent years, almost a 1000% rise between

2015 and 2019, whilst notably the UK became Peru’s

largest export market in 2019. (Sources: PromPeru,

TradeMap, FreshPlaza, Agraria.pe, BBC Good Food)

Public investment on the rise: In December 2020, public investment at the national, regional and

local levels of government saw a 36.8% increase compared to December 2019, amounting to

£1.673bn. In Q4 of 2020, £3.2bn was invested, the highest fourth quarter figure in the last ten

years. (Source: Andina)

 

Peru’s GDP forecasts the strongest in Latin America: According to the World Bank, Peru’s

GDP is forecast to increase by 7.6% in 2021, the highest figure in Latin America. It is also forecast

to increase 4.5% in 2022, once again the highest in the region. (Source: Andina)
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